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Kaziranga National Park is located in Assam and it is famous as the best home for Great Indian one
horned rhinoceros. Tourists will love to spend their vacation ion Kaziranga National Park amidst the
beautiful landscape which covers tall elephant grass, sheer forest, shallow pools, marshes and
rugged reeds. Apart from the beautiful landscape you will love to have a company of different wild
animals like Elephant, Rhinoceros, Sambar, Indian bison, Tiger, Jackal and many other animals as
well as different kinds of birds. If you plan to visit this national park in winter season then you will get
the opportunity to view numbers of migratory birds.

There is no any problem of Accommodation for the tourists in Kaziranga as there are numbers of
Hotels in Kaziranga. Hotels of Kaziranga offer a great comforts and convenience to the tourists.
Hotels in Kaziranga are divided into various categories like luxury, deluxe, budget and also
economy hotels. People of different categories choose the hotels as per their own choice,
requirement and budget. Each of the hotels at Kaziranga National Park is equipped with modern
amenities as per its category. Most of them offer airy atmosphere to the tourists. The locations of
the hotels are in the clean environment so each of the hotels is having its own importance. Entire
hotels of Kaziranga are famous for its serviceable staff, beautifully decorated rooms, airy and clean
rooms and the most important for fresh food. Here you can easily enjoy continental as well as Indian
cuisine which increases your taste buds.

All the hotels and resorts of the Kaziranga are well known for offering a warm welcome to their
visitors. Here in the luxurious hotels you will get protected, attractive and cozy residing facilities to
their respected visitors. You can enjoy your stay in the rooms of the luxurious hotels which have
attached bathrooms and equipped with modern facilities. The rooms of the luxurious resorts are
decorated beautifully in local style with beautiful furniture and also it has carpeted walls. As per your
budget you can enjoy the comforts of your accommodation as there are lots of options.

It is best to plan for visiting this national park in between the months from November to April. The
best way to explore the park is by Jeep or by Car or by an Elephant. It depends on your choice and
temperament. Usually adventurous people and wild life lovers go for Elephant ride in order to
explore the park.
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Rahul Ranjan - About Author:
Author is highlighting Kaziranga National Park in behalf of www.KazirangaNationalPark-India.com,
which is the best platform for finding a Kaziranga Tour Packages like North East Golden Triangle
Tour, a North East Wildlife Tour, Rhino and Tiger Tour and Kaziranga hotels.
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